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mentu a také je diskutována struktura a účel zvoleného experimentu. Následně 
jsou diskutovány výsledky získané z běhu experimentu na Eridani Clusteru 
z pohledu zrychlení výpočtu, kvality nalezeného řešení a závislosti kvality řešení 
na migračním schématu.  
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1 Introduction 
The aim of this work is to explore the possibility of genetic algorithm paralleliza-
tion as an Island Model and evaluate obtained results from more point of views. 
Because genetic algorithms and parallel computing are popular topics of recent 
research, their combination creates the new popular field of research as well. 
Parallel genetic algorithms bring many advantages of both but also many new 
questions, techniques and restrictions that have to be considered in advance 
and mostly they are narrowly related to problems that are solved. 
 First part of this thesis is theoretical and it aims to concisely describe the 
basics of optimization by means of genetic algorithms as well as it contains the 
basic overview of parallel architectures, parallel computing and parallel genetic 
algorithms. The exact definitions of optimization and its constraints are also 
mentioned in the first part. All chapters in theoretical part form theoretical base 
for the further design and the application of parallel genetic algorithms in the 
second part of this work. 
The other part, or more illustratively practical part, leads to exploit the the-
ory obtained in the first part and transform it to practice. Second part contains 
the description of parallel genetic algorithm implementation and also specifies 
all parameters, techniques and functions used in the implementation of parallel 
genetic algorithm in Matlab environment. There are also mentioned reasons for 
choosing a test function gallery as an evaluation tool as well as train of thought 
in the designing of experiment. At the end, obtained results are discussed in 
terms of calculation speed up, quality of solution found and finally in terms of 
solution dependency on the migration scheme used.  
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2 Genetic Algorithms and Optimization 
2.1 Brief introduction to Evolutionary Algorithms 
Genetic Algorithms (GA) are sort of the heuristic optimization algorithms and 
are often classified as the specific type of Evolutionary Algorithms. The term 
Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) suggests that it is interdisciplinary approach 
which connects Computer Science and Theory of Evolution. More accurately, EA 
are the class of probabilistic search algorithms based on the model of organic 
evolution. For better understanding of EA is important to explain term Evolu-
tion and its relationship to the optimization algorithms.   
Definition in [3] says: “Evolution is an optimization process where the aim 
is to improve the ability of an organism (or system) to survive in dynamically 
changing and competitive environments. “  On the other hand, this definition is 
not valid for all areas where evolution is emerged because evolution can be in-
terpreted variously in different areas of interest. For instance, term evolution 
may mean something a bit different in chemistry, biology, astronomy etc.  In 
evolutionary computation is mostly applied basic biological approach to the evo-
lution. As a father of this principle is generally considered Charles Darwin1 but 
others can argue that Jean-Baptiste Lamarck’s2 theory was introduced earlier 
and incorporates similar ideas. For purpose of this work let’s assume as the de-
scription of evolution following definition: “Evolution is the optimization proc-
ess of species characteristics, throughout generations, where the best species 
are more likely to survive and to reproduce, and that implies the best charac-
teristics are, in most cases, passed to the next generation.” 
The idea of evolution has been abstracted into algorithms that are used to 
search for the optimal solutions of a given problem.  Exact representation of 
specimen, in that evolution type, varies depending on used algorithm but in 
general, it comprises a quality rating and appropriately coded characteristics. 
Each of those specimens is the part of actual generation and according to its 
quality can be chosen to the reproduction process for next generation. 
Evolutionary Algorithms were introduced in the second half of 20th century. 
At very beginning, algorithms inspired by the evolution were merely idea to 
solve problems due to the restricted abilities of computers. But in following dec-
                                               
1 Charles Robert Darwin (1809 – 1882) was an English naturalist and founder of evolutio-
nary biology, frequently known for his work On the Origin of Species. 
2 Jean-Baptiste Lamarck (1744 – 1829) often just known as "Lamarck", was a French soldier, 
naturalist, academic and an early proponent of the idea that evolution occurred and proceeded 
in accordance with natural laws (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean-Baptiste_Lamarck) 
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ades, EA became the important part of computer science. Among significant 
researchers who dealt with EA, in their beginning, can be mentioned for exam-
ple John Henry Holland, Kenneth Alan De Jong (Holland’s student), John R. 
Koza, Hans-Paul Schwefel etc.  
In Artificial Intelligence, EA are the subset of Evolutionary Computation 
and further are divided according to their implementation paradigms [3] as fol-
lows: 
 Genetic algorithms, which model genetic evolution 
 Genetic programming, which is based on genetic algorithms, but indi-
viduals are programs represented as trees 
 Evolutionary programming, which is derived from the simulation of 
adaptive behaviour in evolution  
 Evolution strategies, which are geared towards modelling the strategic 
parameters that control variation in evolution, i.e. the evolution of evolu-
tion 
 Differential evolution, which is similar to genetic algorithms, differing 
in the reproduction mechanism 
 Cultural evolution, which models the evolution of culture of a population 
and how the culture influences the genetic and phenotypic evolution of in-
dividuals 
 Co-evolution, where initially dumb individuals evolve through coopera-
tion, or in competition with one another, acquiring the necessary character-
istics to survive 
 
All of paradigms mentioned above have components which are the essential 
base of EA: 
 Encoding – encoding parameters of fitness function 
 Function – fitness (cost, objective, utility) function describes ability to 
survive, assesses the individual 
 Initialization – initialization creates initial population 
 Selection – selection selects individuals for reproduction 
 Reproduction – reproduction creates new individuals for next generation  
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2.2 Optimization and fitness function 
2.2.1 Optimization 
Optimization, as the word suggests, is the process of searching optimal solution 
or solutions. This term looks complicatedly, but optimization is the part of eve-
ryday life of all people. Each of us has to think about making things easier or 
making things with the best result (optimize them). As an illustrative example 
appears route planning. Everyone has to go to shop, to work, to see a doctor, to 
hunt or pick food etc. and before this we have to consider many options and cir-
cumstances, for instance difficulty, traffic, route distance, money etc. and de-
termine their weight with the respect to a desirable outcome (time, price, cosi-
ness ...). Minimize or maximize the outcome is the core of optimization.  
More formally, the goal of optimization is to find the set of feasible parame-
ters such that a certain quality criterion is satisfied (mostly maximized or mini-
mized) [1]. These types of problems are more than significant in research and 
engineering as well as in biology, chemistry, logistic and in the much more fields 
of human life and science.   In mathematics, the quality criterion is represented 
by a fitness function often also denoted as objective function, utility function or 
cost function. 
2.2.2 Fitness function 
Fitness function is arbitrary function whose global optimum is searched solu-
tion. It maps input parameters to output value. The type of input and output 
values is depend on a particular problem. Input type can be real numbers, inte-
gers, sequence (i.e. sequence of cities in Travel Salesman Problem) etc. or the 
mix of more types. To the contrary output variable is mostly the real number or 
order. The output fitness function value determines the quality of input parame-
ters. In Travel Salesman Problem input value is represented by sequence of cit-
ies and output value determines the overall distance among cities which “Sales-
man” visited in order given by the input sequence.   
From very general point of view, the aim of optimization is to find the pa-
rameters of fitness function for which fitness function achieves its minimum or 
maximum. Let’s consider fitness function in accordance with follow definition:  
                    (1) 
Where f is called fitness function and the set M is called feasible region. 
In this document, optimization is to mean the minimization of fitness func-
tion. Maximization is, in most cases, inverse operation, but for more informa-
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tion see [1].  For further purposes is necessary to define concepts global mini-
mum and local minimum [10] 
                                                                                
                              (2) 
                                               
With respect to this definition, global optimization is process of searching x*.  
 
 
                                                           
                                   (3) 
                                                                     
Local minimum is important term due to the fact that many real functions for 
optimization contain more than one local minimum. Thus, main issue in opti-
mization is to distinguish between local minimum and global minimum, never-
theless it is still open mathematic problem (if the local minimum with the 
smallest value of fitness function is real global minimum or if there is possibility 
to find better solution) [10]. A function with exact one local minimum (it is 
global optimum of course) is called unimodal, otherwise is called multimodal 
[1]. The example of multimodal function is in figure Fig. 1 which also shows 
global minimum and two local minima. 
Around local minimum of function f exists ε-environment (see [1], p.37), 
but this environment is defined only for continuous function f. Because of opti-
mization problems are solved by computers (except problems which can be 
solved by means of exact mathematics, see 2.2.4), the continuous state space of 
function f is transformed to discrete grid. In that case is defined term 
neighbourhood instead of ε-environment and then local minimum in discrete 
space, see [1]. In [3] are mentioned other types of minimum such as strong local 
minimum, weak local minimum, extremum.  
2.2.3 Constraints 
Real-world optimization problems contain some input values restrictions, i.e. in 
engineering optimization is impossible to reach infinity speed value. These re-
strictions specify region of state space, which are infeasible. Therefore optimiza-
tion algorithms have to find solution that lie in feasible region, that means solu-
tion has to satisfy all specified constrains [3].    
Mathematical definition of constraints is [1]: 
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             (4) 
                                                                                         
All technical problems can be classified as constrained problems due to 
physical quantity restrictions.  Consider constrained problem with fitness func-
tion f(x) and constrain g(x). The best solution cannot be called global optimum 
because it can lie on the intersection of f(x) and g(x) then derivative of this solu-
tion is nonzero. Therefore in a constrained problem is the best solution called 
extremum. 
Constraints can be linear or nonlinear and further classified as [3]: 
 Boundary constraints essentially define upper and lower borders of 
each dimension; in n-dimensional space it defines n-dimensional hyper-
cube. Borders can be also described by means of circumference of a hyper-
sphere etc. 
 Equality constraints define that function of the variables of the problem 
must be equal to a constant. 
 Inequality constraints define that function of the variables of the prob-
lem must be less than or equal (bigger than or equal) to a constant. 
 
The subchapter 2.3.7 deals with infeasible solution handling for particular 
optimization algorithms, in the constrained problems.  
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Fig. 1  Schwefel function and its contour map for two parameters with global minimum 
position and two local minima positions       
    
2.2.4 Types of optimization algorithms 
Generally, optimization algorithm is software or a mathematical tool (method) 
for searching for global optimum or extremum. Some optimization problems 
have the specific form of fitness function which allows to find solution by means 
of classical mathematical tools. Among the mathematical methods belongs, for 
instance, linear programming. Its fitness function is represented by the linear 
relationship among input variables and  also problem contains constraints with 
respect to the definition (4). Other examples are convex optimization, quadratic 
programming etc. Unfortunately all of mentioned methods have a common dis-
advantage. Each of them can be used only for the particular type of problem i.e. 
not single one can be generalized. Most real-life optimization problems do not 
satisfy given restrictions to use pure mathematical methods. For that reason 
optimization algorithms are used to solve more comprehensive problems. 
Optimization algorithms can be classified in several ways depending on 
used literature or on an author. One important classification is according to 
whether algorithm incorporates probabilistic (random) elements [12]. 
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 Enumerative – computationally exhaustive type where all possible values 
of input variables are computed and the best solution is chosen. But this is 
the only type of algorithms which can find real optimum. In problems with 
high dimensionality, computational time is enormous. 
 Deterministic – response to the same input is always the same output i.e. 
algorithms always find the same solution from the same starting point. In 
order to use deterministic algorithms some restrictions have to be satisfied 
[12].  
 Stochastic – sort of these algorithms uses random numbers to find solu-
tion. They are often used only for rough solution estimation.  
 Mixed – algorithms use random generated numbers (stochastic) and com-
pute with them in accordance to rules given in advance (deterministic).  
 
Another classification is based on the problem characteristic and optimiza-
tion algorithms are grouped in the following classes [3]: 
 Unconstrained methods, used to find solution in unconstrained prob-
lems (4). 
 Constrained methods, used to optimize constrained problems (4). 
 Multi-solution (niching) methods, with the ability to locate more than 
one solution 
 Dynamic methods, with ability to find and track changing optima 
 
Another important optimization type is combinatorial optimization. It 
searches for solution from the finite set of solutions (continuous optimization 
problem is usually transformed to combinatorial optimization problem because 
of discretization continuous state space in computer). Among commonly known 
examples combinatorial optimization belong Travel Salesman Problem, Knap-
sack Problem, Cutting Stock Problem or Job Scheduling Problem. 
  
Before using any optimization algorithm is essential to consider following six 
characteristic3 [3]: 
1. The number of variables – univariate or multivariate problem. 
2. The type of variables – continuous-valued variables , integer-valued 
variables , mixed-valued (continuous and integer) variables , permutation 
of integer-valued variables 
                                               
3 Description of these characteristics is done only by entries. For more information see appro-
priate literature.  
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3. The degree of nonlinearity of the fitness function – linear problem, 
quadratic problem, nonlinear problem 
4. The constraints used – boundary constraints, equality constraints, ine-
quality constraints 
5. The number of optima – unimodal, multimodal 
6. The number of optimization criteria – uniobjective, multiobjective  
2.3 Genetic algorithms 
Genetic algorithms are the sort of mixed optimization algorithms which models 
genetic evolution, where the characteristics of individual are expressed using 
genotypes. GAs operate on the population of potential solution applying evolu-
tionary operators as selection, crossover and mutation to achieve better and bet-
ter solution (based on the principle of survival). The new set of possible solu-
tions is created in each generation by using these operators.  This main idea is 
repeated throughout all generations until a stop condition is satisfied.  
GAs provide ability to optimize comprehensive problems but unfortunately 
they are govern by random numbers. Thus, obtained solution can be different 
each time and there is not a proof obtained solution is the real global optimum 
or extremum. Contrarily, many applications in engineering, science etc. have 
proven functionality, efficiency and robustness of GAs, e.g.  [11, 8].  
General principle of GAs is characterized by following six points [5]: 
1. Generate initial population – mostly randomly generated population 
2. Evaluate initial population – all individuals of population are evaluated 
using fitness function. Fitness value gives individuals’ quality 
3. Selection – better individuals are more likely to survive  
4. Crossover, mutation – on the selected individuals are used these opera-
tors to create their offspring. 
5. Evaluate offspring, replacement – offspring are evaluated by fitness 
function and on the basis of replacement strategy they are inserted to the 
new population 
6. Stop condition – points 3, 4 and 5 are repeated until stop condition is 
satisfied 
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2.3.1 Representation of individual 
Each individual are represented by characteristics and its fitness value. Charac-
teristics are stored in the chromosome. Each characteristic in the chromosome 
is called gen, the smallest unit of information of individual. There are two dif-
ferent ways to represent individual by means of the chromosome model. The 
first method uses binary number as the gen and the second one uses real num-
ber as the gen.  
 
Binary coded chromosome 
It is the case of widely used method for chromosome representation. Chromo-
somes are coded to strings with the form composed of binary alphabet {0,1} i.e. 
each gen in the chromosome can be either 0 or 1. The example of such chromo-
some is shown in Fig. 2. 
 
Fig. 2 Two binary coded chromosomes [5] 
To create binary coded chromosome is necessary to transform all fitness func-
tion input values to the particular type of binary representation. If ranges of in-
put values are known, the transform is usual transfer the input values to the bi-
nary number. Both integer-value number and real-value number can be simply 
transferred to binary number (real-number i.e. floating point value has to be 
converted to mantisa-exponent form firstly). Then all binary represented input 
variables are inputted to the chromosome one by one.  
 Unfortunately, this chromosome representation brings a lot of difficulty. 
The input values have to be always transformed before evaluation. A small 
change in chromosome can cause big change in input value what is unwanted in 
the later generations of computation (it can be solved using Gray coding [3]) etc.  
 
Real number coded chromosome 
The chromosome contains string with real numbers. Any gen in the chromo-
some is represented by a floating point value which is often equal to real input 
value. Those values are easier to interpret and no transformations are used. But 
on the other hand, for real number coded chromosomes exist more mutation 
and crossover schemes, it means more degree of freedom when creating algo-
rithm. Example of such coding is shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3  Two real number coded chromosomes [5] 
2.3.2 Selection 
Selection is process which chooses suitable individuals from current population 
for crossover and mutation. Selection is influenced by random numbers, in most 
cases, and it also respects the rule that the best individuals are more likely to be 
chosen. The quality of individual describes its fitness value (searching for mini-
mum – lower value is better, searching for maximum – higher value is better) 
i.e. selection method does not depend on a chromosome coding. There are many 
selection methods (schemes, strategies) but only three basic and well known 
methods are to be introduced in this subchapter. 
 
Roulette Wheel Selection 
A main idea of this method lies in determining the probability of individual 
choice from population according to its fitness. Then the choice is carried out by 
the random number from uniform distribution.  Following equation describes 
the computation of probability of individual choice. 
       
     
      
 
   
   (5) 
Where x is the vector of input values to fitness function f. i is the index of cur-
rent individual and n is the number of individuals in population.  
Equation (5) reveals some disadvantages of roulette wheel. To count the 
probability of minimization problem, fitness functions have to be scaled to suit-
able values because smaller fitness value is better in that case. The same prob-
lem occurs when some fitness values are in negative numbers and some in posi-
tive numbers. Creating good and general scaling method is very difficult; some 
ideas are proposed in [3]. Another problem can occur when the best individual 
in population is much better than the second best. That means, probability of 
the best individual is close to one thus there is almost no possibility to choose 
other individual for crossover and mutation i.e. evolution is stopped and proba-
bly in local extreme. 
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Rank-Based Selection 
The disadvantages of previous method have been sorted out by modify equation 
(5). Instead of absolute fitness function value, the rank ordering of fitness value 
is used to determine probability of selection. The simplest interpretation of 
Rank-Based Selection is described in the equation (6). 
       
    
   
      
   (6) 
Where fri is the order of ith individual in linear ordering according to its fitness 
(the best solution in current population has an rank equal to n) and n is number 
of individuals in population.   
 
Tournament Selection 
The principle of Tournament Selection is not based on the probability of selec-
tion as in two previous methods.  It uses only fitness value to compare some 
randomly chosen individuals. The individual with the best fitness wins and is 
used for crossover and mutation. Tournament Selection is elegant, simple and 
easy to implement selection method which is also effective. 
 
Elitism 
Elitism is not a selection method but it is the method which belongs to this 
chapter. The goal of elitism is to store the best solution that has been found so 
far and copy it to next generation. This ensures that crossover and mutation do 
not destroy potentially the best solution. But the case where more individuals 
survive to the next generation can cause less diversity of new population [3]. 
Two cases of population evolution are shown in Fig. 4. On the left, elitism is not 
used and on the right elitism is used. 
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Fig. 4 The best fitness values of population depends on number of generation passed. On 
the right with elitism and on the left  without elitism [5] 
2.3.3 Crossover (recombination) 
Crossover is the first evolutionary operator that is mentioned in this document. 
The second one is mutation which is to be described in the next subchapter. The 
crossover operator is applied to individual or to individuals that have passed the 
selection (selected population). The aim of recombination is to create new off-
spring from one or more parents. In accordance with the number of parents, 
crossover operators can be categorized to three main classes as follows [3]: 
 Asexual – offspring is generated from one parent 
 Sexual – where two parents are used to produce one or two offspring 
 Multi-recombination – more than two parents are used to generate one 
or more offspring 
Individuals for crossover are chosen randomly from selected population. In that 
case may happen that the same individual is selected as both (or more) parents 
i.e. generated offspring will be copy of the parent therefore before crossover has 
to exist test for avoiding that case.  
For both binary and real-number coded individuals, there are several dis-
tinct recombination techniques. 
 
Binary coded chromosome 
Most of the binary crossover operators are sexual, this means two parents are 
needed. Two randomly chosen individuals from selected population are re-
garded as the current parents in each crossover process. Then, random number 
from range 1 to m, where m is the number of genes in chromosome is generated 
(or more random numbers).  
One-point crossover uses the random number to determine point in chro-
mosome which splits chromosomes to two segments. Those segments of genes 
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are swapped between the parents to create their offspring. Figure Fig. 5 illus-
trates the process of one-point crossover visually. 
 
Fig. 5 One-point crossover for binary coded chromosomes [5] 
Two-point crossover is technically the same but instead of one random number 
uses two random numbers. Figure Fig. 6 illustrates the process of two-point 
crossover graphically. 
More binary crossover operators are proposed e.g. in [3, 1].  
 
Fig. 6 Two-point crossover for binary coded chromosomes [5] 
Real number coded chromosome 
In literature e.g. [1, 5], and [3] many recombination operators are proposed for 
the real number coded chromosomes. These crossover techniques differ from 
the techniques used for binary coded chromosomes and also chromosome is 
mostly regarded as the n-dimensional vector of parameters. Most of these op-
erators are sexual. 
One of the first and simplest recombination operators is based on the geo-
metric interpretation of the chromosome in n-dimensional space. The offspring 
emerge using the division of space between two parents in a desirable ratio. Ex-
ample of such crossover operator is shown in equations (7, 8, 9) [3, 5]. Accord-
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ing to these equations are created three new individuals. Then all of them are 
evaluated and two best are chosen for new population. 
    
       
 
   (7) 
    
        
 
   (8) 
     
         
 
   (9) 
 
Where Oi is the vector of parameter of ith offspring and xpi is the vector of pa-
rameter of ith parent. 
2.3.4 Mutation 
In classical natural evolution, the aim of mutation is to change one or more ran-
domly chosen characteristics of individual to produce a bit different new indi-
vidual. Mutation is important process for add diversity to population. In GAs, 
mutation is randomly applied to characteristics with low probability and modi-
fies those individual characteristics.  
 
Binary coded chromosome 
Mutation is applied to all gens in chromosome with very low probability. If mu-
tation is carried out, active gen is changed to inverse value (0 to 1 and 1 to 0). 
This mutation type is called Uniform mutation and is shown in figure Fig. 7. 
Other mutation operators for binary coded chromosome are mentioned in [1, 3].  
 
Fig. 7 Example of uniform mutation [5] 
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Real number coded chromosome 
Purpose of mutation is the same as in the previous case, with low probability 
carry out the small change of characteristic. But the small change does not mean 
negation because that does not make a sense in the real number. Therefore, 
characteristic is modified by adding appropriate value that can be a constant, a 
random number or a value controlled by current generation (dynamical muta-
tion) [5]. 
Dynamical mutation brings one significant advantage; at the beginning of 
evolution dynamical mutation can produce big characteristic changes, that al-
lows searching the big area of state space and maintain diversity, contrarily 
when evolution is drawing to the end, dynamical mutation can cause only the 
small changes and that allows searching the small area around optima (if popu-
lation converge).  Equations (10,11) describe the computation of dynamical mu-
tation in ith current chromosome characteristic . 
     (10) 
     (11) 
Where xi is value of ith characteristic of current chromosome, t is time but usual 
referred to as generation, XMIN and XMAX are minimum and maximum value of 
characteristic, y is arbitrary function, r is random number in the range 0 and 
1, T is maximum count of generation and B is nonlinearity of mutation [5] 
2.3.5 Replacement policy 
Selection methods deal with choosing appropriate parents for creating new 
population by means of evolutionary operators such as crossover and mutation. 
On the contrary, replacement policy is concerned with replacing old (parent) 
population with new (offspring) population.  It determines which individuals 
from parent population will be removed and which offspring individuals will 
take these free places in the new population. 
The simplest method replaces worst individuals. Another one replaces ran-
domly chosen individuals. Next one removes the oldest individuals from current 
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population. Others use tournament methods, conservation selection etc. For 
more information about those methods see [3]. 
2.3.6 Stop condition 
Stop condition is particular condition that causes evolution termination when 
the stop condition is satisfied. Essentially, it is an arbitrary condition but often 
maximum generation number is used. Another usual type of this condition is 
the number of the same best value over several generations i.e. difference be-
tween the best solutions in current and previous generation is smaller than a 
given tolerance for over several successive generations. Sometimes both of men-
tioned conditions are used together. 
2.3.7 Handling with constraints 
Handling with constraints is the important part of any optimization algorithm 
where is possibility to exceed the domain of definition of the particular parame-
ters. The operations such as crossover and mutation in GA can caused this situa-
tion. By that reason is necessary to specify a method which can handle it.  
In literature there are a lot of methods to handle with constraints. This sub-
chapter briefly describes only the basic ones. One of the most used methods is 
based on adding a penalty value to the fitness function value. According to spe-
cific equation (mostly depend on distance between parameter and constrain), 
the value of penalty is determined. Then this value is added to the fitness func-
tion value i.e. the assessment of quality such individual (fitness function) is 
worse. Therefore, for instance, individual do not have to be chosen in selection 
procedure [3].  
Other method is based on the adaptation of parameter which exceed con-
strain. This parameter is set on acceptable value. The acceptable value can be 
specified as random value within the domain of definition, boundary value of 
the domain of definition etc. Among other techniques to handle with constrains 
belongs, for example, special genetic operators (mutation, crossover) which do 
not allow parameter to exceed the constrains.    
2.4 GAs limitation due to HW and SW 
Genetic algorithms are very popular and very useful optimization algorithms 
with many advantages but its applicability is depended on particular optimiza-
tion problem. There are problems for which GA in simple form is suitable but 
there are also problems for which GA in simple form is less suitable due to in-
sufficient resources or problem character. For example GA is well usable for the 
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problems with fitness function such as is discussed in subchapter 2.2.2. Con-
trarily GA was not suitable for the problems where parameters for fitness func-
tion are order or string. Order as input argument is used in e.g. Travel Salesmen 
Problem (TSP) and solving these types of problem by means of GA in simple 
form was not possible but it is special type of problems and therefore new tech-
niques (crossover, mutation) have been invented to enable using GA for that 
type of optimization. Thus one type of limitation of GA is based on type of prob-
lem.  
Another type of limitation can be caused by the computational difficulty of 
the fitness function. Sometimes the calculation of fitness function is much more 
time-consuming than optimization part of algorithm and calculation on the sin-
gle machine can take more time than is required. Next limitation is size of popu-
lation. Bigger population is better in large and complex problems. Because of 
limited memory on the single machine, population cannot be as big as the opti-
mization needs for obtain good solution. Sometimes the result of optimization is 
needed as fast as possible and therefore the speed up of calculation is required.  
Those three limitations aim to suggest using more computers or units for calcu-
lations. More computers often have more memory to store bigger population. 
Also more computers can perform the calculation of the fitness function faster 
and finally more computers or any units for calculations (DSP, FPGA, GPU etc.) 
can calculate the solution in shorter time. Unfortunately this is not a rule and 
everything is dependent on the particular optimization problem.   
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3 Parallel computing architectures and 
parallel programming 
Parallel computing has become the important research area in the last 20 years.  
That has happened due to need for high performance computing in research, in 
industry, in astronomy etc. The modern era of computers and nanotechnology is 
required the processing of substantial amount of data and single processors, 
even though they are powerful, are not sufficient. Consequently, processing data 
in parallel appears as a good solution to that problem.  
Parallel computing is powerful technique for solving computational exten-
sive problems and currently it is very popular. For example most processor ven-
dors prefer the increasing number of cores on die to the continual increasing of 
frequency because of lees power consumption at the same computational ability 
etc.  
Currently parallel architectures are not so expensive like they were in the 
past and also they are more accessible for usual users. Anyone can make own 
parallel computer by connection two or more computers and installing appro-
priate software on them. This chapter tries to describe the essentials of parallel 
computing and parallel architectures. Also some basics of parallel GAs are men-
tioned at the end. 
3.1 Flynn’s taxonomy 
Flynn’s taxonomy is name for computer architectures classification proposed by 
Michael Flynn. It is old classification but still very useful. Flynn’s taxonomy 
considers that information processing can be understood as interaction between 
data streams and instruction streams [6]. In terms of this consideration Flynn 
classified computer architectures into four types as shows figure Fig. 8. 
 SISD - single instruction stream/single data stream is basic concept of 
most traditional uniprocessor machines. Instructions come into processor 
one by one and use the only data stream.  
 MISD – multiple instruction streams/single data stream model is not 
widely used but it can be applied in fault tolerance systems (with redun-
dancy) where exist demand for functional diversity e.g. nuclear power 
plant, Space Shuttle etc.  
 SIMD – single instruction stream/multiple data streams often known as 
parallel processor arrays. Each processor performs same operations on 
separate data stream simultaneously. This type is very important for in-
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stance in image processing when image is split into couple independent 
parts and each part is used as data stream.  
MIMD – multiple instruction streams/multiple data streams mean multi-
ple processors perform different instructions on different data. Distributed 
systems can be considered as MIMD systems. This category is further di-
vided into two subcategories: shared memory systems and distributed 
memory systems (details are to be mentioned in next subchapter)  
 
Fig. 8 Flynn’s taxonomy (table is taken over from Wikipedia4) 
Figure Fig. 9 shows the architectures of types mentioned above.  
 
 
Fig. 9 Diagram of Flynn’s taxonomy architectures (Diagram is taken over from Wikipedia4) 
3.2 Parallel computing architectures 
Parallel computing provides an efficiency way to achieve the reduction of time 
for high performance computing problems. Yet the best result is gained if all 
                                               
4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flynn’s_taxonomy 
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resources are exploited properly. This means that hardware and software 
equipments have to be used correctly and programmer has to be aware of all 
possibilities and restrictions belong to them. 
In computing systems, parallelization may be exploited in all levels of sys-
tem. Parallelization is not only the domain of supercomputers or clusters but 
even usual processors and graphical units include parallel mechanisms as well.  
This subchapter provides a brief introduction to parallel architectures from sin-
gle processors to computer grids. 
3.2.1 Instruction Pipelining 
Instruction Pipelining is the method for processing more instructions at the 
same time in a processor unit. The main idea is in the splitting of instruction 
into smaller units or subinstructions which are executed in the specific (mostly 
distinct) parts of the processor. One of the most applied splitting schemes is to 
divide instruction into five stages [6].    
1. Instruction fetch (IF) 
2. Instruction decode (ID) 
3. Execute (EX) 
4. Memory access (MEM) 
5. Register write back (WB) 
Then each instruction is composed of five cycles (it can be more but consider 
five). When the particular stage of instruction is finished then particular part of 
next instruction can begin execution. In this way, five instructions can be com-
pleted in time for one instruction. Unfortunately this speed up works only for 
independent instructions and for programs without jump instructions. If there 
is dependent instruction, clock cycles are wasted because some parts of proces-
sor are idle and have to wait for instruction finish. Fortunately, some techniques 
are available to reduce stalling e.g. forwarding. In case of jump, all almost done 
instructions that follow the jump instruction are useless due to nonlinearity in 
instructions order. But some techniques for jump prediction are proposed.    
3.2.2 Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) Instructions 
Many basic operations in processor are used very often especially in multimedia 
programs. In multimedia applications, large amount of data has to be process in 
the small amount of time and this processing mostly contains several instruc-
tions which are used repeatedly. For that reason, processors with extra Arithme-
tic Logic Units or multipliers were proposed. Then by using special instructions 
(e.g. MMX, SSE2, 3D Now! etc. multimedia instructions) general purpose regis-
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ters are split into smaller blocks and each block is executed in particular unit 
simultaneously. The speed up reached by using SIMD (it fits with Flynn’s tax-
onomy) is dependent on the amount of additional units. 
3.2.3  Superscalar CPU architecture 
This architecture uses the form of parallelism called instruction level parallelism 
within single processor. Superscalar allows to exploit parallelism in processors 
by executing the same instruction stages simultaneously. This can be achieved 
by adding the multiple hardware units for the same execution stage. For exam-
ple in the five-stage model which is mentioned in subchapter 3.2.1, the proces-
sor can have multiple Arithmetic Logic Units (ALU) or multipliers which can be 
used simultaneously during execution [6].  Superscalar processors are often 
pipelined and as well as in the pipelining problem with instruction dependen-
cies and jump instructions can also occur.  
3.2.4 Multithreading architecture 
During performing a program, there are often occurrences that the proces-
sor is idle.  It may be caused by waiting for resources or answer from other de-
vices etc. In that case the processor is idle for couple cycles and waste time that 
can be used for another program. Operating systems provide switching among 
processes known as context switch but this operation is not as fast as desired. 
Therefore threads were developed as units which belong to a process. In addi-
tion to, threads are the parts of process and share all process resources like 
memory etc. switching among threads are much faster than by means of the 
context switch. This is because of hardware switching and it can last even one 
processor cycle.  
For using threads is important to divide code into more threads and use 
appropriate library supported by operating system. More types of multithread-
ing exist but the most important is Simultaneous Multithreading that is similar 
to superscalar architecture but Superscalar architecture can process simultane-
ously instructions belong to one thread; on the contrary Simultaneous Multi-
threading can simultaneously process more instruction from more threads. 
 
3.2.5 Multicore architecture  
With growing trend of calculation parallelization, multi-core processors have 
become the important part of processor development. Obvious advantage is per-
formance enhancement but another no less important advantage is for example 
the reduction of power consumption. Processors with two cores have much less 
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power consumption in comparison to one core processor with the same calcula-
tion performance. Multi-core processor is a single chip with two or more inde-
pendent processor units which perform calculation. The term independent 
means that resources as ALU, registers etc. has each processor its own but some 
resources as the cache memory are common.  Cache memory hierarchy in multi-
core processors is dependent on manufacturer but schema with L1 cache dedi-
cated for each processor and L2, L3 caches shared is common. Also hierarchy 
schema where L1 cache is dedicated for each processor, L2 cache is shared in 
pairs and L3 cache is shared with all processors is sometimes used. Among next 
shared resources belongs for example the memory bus.  
Multi-core processors can implement message passing or shared memory 
inter-core communication as well as inside each processor can be implemented 
architectures mentioned above as superscalar, multithreading etc. There are 
also many types of cores topology. For instance cores can be connected accord-
ing to bus, ring, two-dimensional mesh or crossbar topology.  
To properly use multi-core processors, programmers have to consider many 
issues in accordance to programming parallel applications and they have to be 
aware of all restrictions of parallel processing.  
3.2.6 Clusters and Grids 
The possibility of connecting more computers together and use them for parallel 
calculations seems as a good idea. Certainly this solution has better perform-
ance than single machine and also it is cheaper than buy any kind of supercom-
puter. Because of the fact that these systems are built either from readymade 
boxes or boards put up together on a rack, they are known as clusters [6].  
There are a lot of confusion in explanation the difference between cluster 
and grid. Both systems are similar but not the same. Cluster is often defined as 
set of computers (desktops computers, rack-mount computers etc.) connected 
closely (LAN) and in many respects it appears as single machine. Often each 
machine in cluster has the same operating system and the same HW as the oth-
ers but this is not a rule and heterogeneous clusters exist as well. The nodes of 
cluster, storages and other resources of cluster are connected locally and kept 
behind firewall. Contrarily, grids are computers coupled more loosely, spread 
over more local networks and often geographically dispersed. The nodes of grid 
mostly have different HW and SW. From that reason in order to run grid appli-
cations is mostly necessary to use grid software libraries known as middleware. 
It allows to have various operating systems or various configurations on nodes.  
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3.3 Parallel programming techniques 
Programming parallel processes brings many advantages, especially perform-
ance-related, but also many restrictions and things to consider. The crucial part 
of programming is to correctly choose the type of parallel implementation, type 
of communication etc. or adapt programs for parallel configuration which is 
used. Next important thing is to consider measurement techniques for compari-
son performance of the parallel implementation and implementation on single-
machine because performance is often the most important thing for using paral-
lel implementation.  
3.3.1 Amdahl’s law 
Amdahl’s law is an important term in the measurement of speed up. It specifies 
maximum speed up of an overall system when only the part of the system is im-
proved. Equation (12) shows formula for determining speed up according to 
Amdahl’s law where ts is calculation time for serial part, p is number of parallel 
processors and f are percentages divided by 100 of program part which is per-
formed only as serial or cannot be improved i.e. (1-f) is for part which can be 
performed in parallel or can be improved. The graph of speed up for various 
parallel portions of program is shown in figure Fig. 10. 
 
 
               (12) 
 
There are more techniques to measure the performance of parallelization and 
often it is dependent on particular application. For instance Gustafson’s law or 
simple relative speed up.  
 
S(p)  
ts p

fts  (1  f )ts /p 1  (p  1)f
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Fig. 10 The limitation of speed up using multiple processors in parallel computing 5  
3.3.2 Shared Memory and Message Passing Interface (MPI) 
These two terms are related to communication and data exchange among com-
putational nodes or processes. For some applications are better to use Shared 
memory and for others is better to use MPI. It depends on the purpose for 
which cluster or grid is assembled.  
Shared Memory is concept where all memory is accessible to all nodes and 
by using this memory, communication and data exchange is performed. Shared 
Memory concept is further divided to two main subgroups [6].  First subgroup is 
Centralized Shared Memory where all memory of the system is found in a single 
location of the system and access time to the common memory for all nodes is 
the same. This type of memory sharing is also called Uniform Memory Access 
(UMA).  Second one is Distributed Shared memory where each processor has its 
own memory bank and therefore access to the particular memory bank is faster 
for processor which owns this memory than for the other processors. Although 
physically the memory banks are separated, logically they can be seen as one 
large shared memory bank. This type of memory sharing is also called Non-
Uniform Memory Access (NUMA). Shared Memory is sometimes more compli-
cated for using than using MPI because programmers have to ensure that only 
one node can read memory or write to memory in particular time and the others 
have to wait. For access management to memory are mostly used tools as mutex 
(mutual exclusion access), semaphore etc. 
MPI is library specification which enables communication among processes 
or nodes by means of sending and receiving messages. Messages contain data or 
                                               
5 This graph has been taken out from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amdahl%27s_law 
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variables for managing the programme. In case of MPI programmer is responsi-
ble for sending messages to other nodes. There are two types of communication. 
First is Point-to-point where one node sends message to the second specific 
node. Second is collective communication where one node sends message to the 
other nodes (broadcasting). In recent times MPI is preferably used for the 
communication among nodes in cluster or grid or among processes.  
3.3.3 Types of parallel implementation 
According to quantity of communication per time period can be parallel imple-
mentation divided to three main groups.  
 
Embarrassingly parallel  
Embarrassingly parallel problems are easy to divide for parallelization. They 
require little or no communication among tasks, processes or nodes. A common 
example is 3D projection, where pixels on the screen are rendered independ-
ently.   
 
Coarse grained and Fine grained 
Fine grained communication means state when tasks, processes or nodes have 
to communicate or have to be synchronized many times per second. Inverse 
definition is for Coarse grained communication when tasks, processes or nodes 
do not have to communicate or do not have to be synchronized many times per 
second. Classification to these two categories is dependent on application. 
Among Coarse grained belongs for example parallel GA with big time period of 
migration. Contrarily when the time period of migration is small, GA can be 
classified as Fine grained. 
3.4 Parallel Genetic Algorithms 
GAs are efficient optimization methods and they have been applied successfully 
to find solution in many problems. Unfortunately when solve harder or bigger 
problems the time needed for find a good solution increases. Therefore idea of 
parallelization has emerged. But speed up of calculation is not the only reason 
for run GA in parallel.  Parallel GAs can use more memory and more resources 
than on the single machine and this allows for example to create bigger popula-
tion etc. Another advantage is that solution diversity is better in parallel due to 
separate evolution. Finally, parallel GAs reduces the probability of premature 
convergence and they also can be used along with other optimization methods 
[9].  
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Parallel GAs can be categorized to three groups according to dependency on 
implementation [9].  
3.4.1 Farming parallel GA (master-slave) 
The main idea of this implementation is to speed up calculation of fitness func-
tion. The evaluation of fitness function is distributed among slave nodes. Mostly 
central processor (master, farmer) perform selection and operations as recom-
bination, mutation and fitness evaluation are performed by worker nodes 
(slaves). Each individual can recombine with any other, thus recombination and 
selection are global. The illustration of this case is shown in figure Fig. 11. 
 
 
Fig. 11 Farming parallel GA [9] 
This implementation is advantageous when the evaluation of fitness function is 
the most time-consuming operation in GA. The evaluation of fitness function is 
independent on population and uses only parameters of one individual there-
fore its parallelization is without communication among workers. Communica-
tion among slaves occur only when one individual is recombined with other one 
from another node but it is not rule because recombination can be also perform 
on master.  
3.4.2 Island model 
Island model is based on different idea than farming model. Population in Is-
land model is split into smaller parts called subpopulations which mostly have 
the same number of individuals. The subpopulations evolve separately on each 
node. After the specific number of generations, migration among nodes occurs. 
Migration is term denotes exchanging individuals among subpopulations and it 
has several parameters which have to be set [9, 3]. First is migration interval. It 
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specifies how many generations has to elapse to migration can start. Another 
important parameter is selection method for choosing migrants and their 
amount. The selection methods can be the same as for the evolution part of al-
gorithm but they also can be different. Next parameter is communication topol-
ogy. The most common is round robin Fig. 12 or random. Further is important 
to consider if in one migration round the receiving subpopulation can accept 
migrants from more than one other subpopulation. Last parameter is replace-
ment policy. It determines which individuals from subpopulation are to be re-
placed with migrants.  For instance good migrant replace bad individual, mi-
grant replace individual which left subpopulation (emigration scheme), good 
migrant replace randomly selected individual etc.   
 
Fig. 12 Island model of GA with round robin migration 
3.4.3 Cellular Parallel GA 
Cellular genetic algorithms are the special types of GA that use similarity be-
tween the GA model and the physical disposition of processors [9] (Fig. 13). 
Each subpopulation or even an individual is occupied one processor and genetic 
operators are used only on the specific neighbourhood of particular subpopula-
tion. Due to isolation by distance, cellular GA has better results in avoiding 
premature convergence [9]. This type of GA model is sometimes called as mas-
sively parallel GA because of a lot of communication.   
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Fig. 13 Cellular model of GA [9] 
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4 The experiment design and the 
description of the particular parts 
This project was aimed at the programming stochastic optimization algorithm 
widely known as Genetic Algorithm. Subsequently its implementation was ex-
tended for the parallelization by means of Island model scheme in order to in-
vestigate its characteristics and its benefit obtained due to the parallelization. 
Main interests were in comparison various migration schemes (among islands 
subpopulations), in the observation of time and resources benefits and finally in 
comparison of solution found with regard to the number of subpopulations 
used.  
All optimizations were performed on Eridani cluster which is part of The 
Queensgate Grid (QGG) at University of Huddersfield in the United Kingdom. 
All implementation was written in Matlab environment and the programs were 
run on 1 to 16 cores of Eridani because of only 16 licenses were available.   
After more than 10 days wall time calculations, the results were collected 
and evaluated in terms of minima found, time benefit and migration scheme 
types.  
4.1 Description of Eridani cluster and QGG6 
The Queensgate Grid is the University of Huddersfield High Performance Com-
puting Grid. The High Performance Computing Resource Centre (HPC-RC), 
under the authority of the High Performance Computing Research Group (HPC-
RG), hosts and maintains these systems. The QGG is fully integrated within the 
Computing and Library Services (CLS) fibre-optic backbone. Using the JANET 
backbone the QGG is able to connect to off-site cluster systems and to the NGS. 
The Layout of QGG system is showed in figure Fig. 14. 
Eridani cluster along with Tauceti cluster are computational part of QGG. 
Mimosa is the 16TB central NAS (Network-attached storage) that all systems 
pull the file system from. Bellatrix is the Central Node for the QGG that handles 
all user authentications and holds the NGS (National Grid Service) software 
stack. And finally the Server SARGAS hosts 4 Virtual Windows FlexLM license 
servers (namely MECH1, LRC1, LRC2, and LRC3). SPICA hosts 3 Virtual 3Ds 
MAX Backburner Managers, where each manager manages the render farming 
queue for SCE, ADA and HHS.  
                                               
6 The information and pictures used in this subchapter are taken over from http://hpc-
dev.hud.ac.uk/ and http://hpc-dev.hud.ac.uk/w/ and used with permissions of authors 
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Fig. 14 QGG System Layout 
4.1.1 Eridani Cluster 
Eridani is the General Purpose Intel based cluster. There are 158 cores with a 
total of 360GB RAM, divided as 4 cores each in two head nodes, 37 Quad Core 
compute nodes that are a mix of 2.33 and 2.50 GHz and 2Cores handling data 
IO. This system allows 2GB of RAM per Core. The Eridani Cluster is currently a 
one-of-a-kind cluster in the fact that it is a Bi-Stable Dual Boot Cluster i.e. it has 
two head nodes (one running Linux CENTOS and the other running Windows 
HPC Server 2008R2) and the compute nodes can work in both Operating Sys-
tems depending on the load in the two batch processing queues. Use the QGG 
access point to connect to the Linux side or the HPC manager for the Windows 
side. The figure Fig. 15 shows physical layout of Eridani Cluster. 
 
Technical Specifications: 
 
Head Nodes:  
Brand: Dell PowerEdge R410 
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Processor: Intel Xeon X5630 2.53GHz 
Memory: 32GB RAM 
Storage: 250GB SATA Disk 
Power Supply: 500W Redundant PSU 
 
Processing Node Type A:  
Brand: Stone ATX 
Mother Board: Intel Desktop Board DQ45CB 
Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Processor Q8200 2.331GHz 
Memory: 8GB RAM 
Storage: 250GB SATA Disk ST3250310AS 
 
Processing Node Type B:  
Brand: Stone ATX 
Mother Board: Intel Desktop Board DQ45CB 
Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Processor Q8300 2.50GHz 
Memory: 8GB RAM 
Storage: 250GB SATA Disk ST3250310AS 
 
 
Fig. 15 Eridani Cluster deployed in the HPC-RC 
4.1.2 Matlab on Eridani Cluster 
QGG has a lot of software resources for student’s works or research. For exam-
ple Blender and Maya for 3D modelling and rendering, AMBER and LAMPS for 
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applied science, Fluent and Abaqus for computing and engineering etc. Unfor-
tunately Matlab was not installed. 
Therefore installation and setting of Matlab became a part of this work. It 
was necessary to set everything in accordance with installation manual and 
avoid errors. Appendix C contains all information needed for setting Client 
node, Head node and Worker nodes using Windows Server 2008 and HPC 
Server Scheduler. For experiment were used nodes 7-10 (16 cores) of Eridani 
Cluster. 
4.2 Test function gallery 
For the correct comparison of optimization algorithms is necessary to have a 
tool or already solved problem which is subject of optimization. Known results 
of such tool or already solved problem can be used for the evaluation of pro-
posed optimization algorithm. Main disadvantage of comparison between pro-
posed algorithm and for instance algorithm which obtain the best optimization 
results on the same problem is that comparison is relative. There is no certainty 
that solution that was found is really global optimum but there is certainty that 
one of the compared algorithms is better.  
As better tool for compare quality of optimization algorithm appears the 
special test fitness function. Special because it is the kind of function for which 
global optimum is known for any dimension and the characteristics of the func-
tion are well explored even for the dimensions bigger than 3 (3D state space can 
be displayed). Then it is possible to find out if algorithm found the best solution 
(optimum) or what is the distance between the global optimum and the solution 
found. This type of comparison is absolute (the distance is measureable).  
The set of such test fitness functions is called test function gallery or test 
function suite. One of the first test function gallery was proposed by De Jong in 
his dissertation [2] and afterward many test functions were invented. Currently 
it is widely used technique for the performance evaluation of various optimiza-
tion algorithms (e.g. [7]).   
Due to purpose of this project, own test function gallery was proposed. It is 
gallery proposed in [4] supplemented with two functions from [1]. Thus test 
function gallery contains 4th De Jong function (equation (12)), Schwefel function 
(equation (13)), Easom function (equation (14)), Salomon function (equation 
(15)), Step sphere model function (equation (16)) and finally Fletcher and Pow-
ell function (equation (17)). All of these functions can be seen on figures Fig. 16, 
Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 for two parameters. Global minima and domain of definition 
for 30th dimension describes table Tab. 2. 
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Fig. 16 De Jong 4th function (left) and Easom function (right) for two parameters 
 
Fig. 17 Schwefel function (left) and Salomon function (right) for two parameters 
 
Fig. 18  Fletcher and Powel function (left) and Step sphere model function (right) 
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These test functions were used as fitness functions for the quality testing of so-
lution found by means of parallel GAs. The reasons for the first four functions 
are described in [4]. The Step sphere model was chosen due to small plateaus 
and discrete shape. The Fletcher and Powel function was chosen because of it is 
much more computational exhaustive against the others and location of global 
minimum can be specify by using parameter α. 
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4.3 The characterization of basic usage of Matlab Parallel 
Computing Toolbox 
Programs written in Matlab can be parallelized by means of Parallel Computing 
Toolbox (PCT). PCT has the restriction of maximum number of processors (8 
processors) and also parallel computations can be performed only locally on 
multicore processor. For request to perform calculation on a grid, a cluster or on 
more processors is necessary to have Matlab Distributed Computing Server 
(MDCS) installed. Then each processor (pool, worker – Matlab terminology) 
needs a license. MDCS has own scheduler and also supports Platform LSF, Mi-
crosoft Windows Compute Cluster Server, Microsoft Windows HPC Server 
2008, Altair PBS Pro, and TORQUE schedulers. In MDCS installed on Eridani 
Cluster is used Microsoft Windows HPC Server 2008 and its detailed setting is 
described in Appendix C. 
There are several different techniques to create parallel code. First is the 
parallelization of loops in the code. Parallel for loop (parfor) specifies the part 
of code which is perform in parallel and which is also perform in cycle. Second is 
parallelization by means of single program multiple data (spmd) technique. The 
name corresponds with Flynn’s Taxonomy and this means that code for paral-
lelization is the same for all processors but data is different. This approach is 
used in this project because all operation such as crossover, selection, migration 
is same and data is different (subpopulation). Another way of parallelization is 
by using any functions without PCT statements (except communication among 
workers) and use Parallel Job or Distributed Job techniques on them. Differ-
ence between Parallel Job and Distributed Job is minimal. Functions per-
formed with Parallel Job can communicate with one another; functions per-
formed with Distributed Job cannot (embarrassingly parallel workload). Last 
parallelization technique uses graphical processing unit (GPU) for matrix opera-
tions. PCT has several commands to exploit GPU for calculations what is very 
popular in recent days and often more effective than with using several usual 
processors.  
Unfortunately, there are a lot of restrictions and things which has to be 
considered before programming parallel code using PCT and MDCS. Also there 
are some special variable types for parallel programing e.g. Composite variable 
(the variable with the same name on all workers but it can have different values, 
it is cell array), Distributed array (array created outside the parallel code and 
values are split to worker, it means each worker has only the part of all array), 
Codistributed array (it is the same array as Distributed array but it is created 
inside parallel code) etc.  
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4.4 The description of implementation and the 
parameters used 
All algorithms are written in Matlab R2010b and use Parallel Computing Tool-
box for the parallelization. Population in GA was coded by means of the real 
numbers. For GA parallelization was used Island model [3] where population is 
split to the smaller subpopulation and all operators such as selection, mutation 
etc. operate only on this subpopulation. Once in a while the migration is carried 
out according to the migration scheme. Each subpopulation is settled in one 
processor. 
The aim of this work is to compare the impact of different types of migra-
tion on finding global minima and its stability. By that reason is necessary to 
determine the values of all parameters as well as types of GAs parts (selection, 
mutation etc.) in advance and use them in all optimizations in the experiment. 
As a good choice appears the parameters adaptation (e.g. [7]) but there is no 
certainty that the parameters for all repetition would be same and this implies 
comparison would be unfair. Similarly stop condition was discarded because 
each experiment has to be done with the same number of repetition (to be com-
parable) and a stop condition along with the random initial population could 
cause premature termination (diverse number of generations).  
4.4.1 The parameters description 
Due to reasons mentioned above, all parameters and settings are same during 
the computation of all experiments. On the other hand, proper methodology 
how to set the parameters of GAs in order to get the best results has not been 
found yet. Therefore at first, the population size, the dimension of test functions 
and the generation number was defined and then the other parameters were 
found. Finding was based on the minimization repetition of all test functions 
with the various setting of parameters such as the crossover probability, the mu-
tation probability, the nonlinearity of mutation, the amount of migrants and the 
migration period. The parameters with the best minimization results were re-
garded as the best setting and they are shown in Tab. 1.  
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Tab. 1 Setting of GAs parameters  
Dimension of test functions (D)  30 
Number of population (NP) 300 
Generation number (GENERACE) 1000 
Crossover probability (KK) 0.8 
Mutation probability (MK) 0.01 
Nonlinearity of mutation (B) 1.5 
Migration period (K) 50 
Amount of migrants (AMMIG) 20% of each subpopulation 
  
The types of particular parts GAs were determined in advance and they were 
used in all experiments as well as in case of parameters. In the implementation, 
the selection technique was used position selection. Crossover happened with 
KK probability and uses equations (7, 8, 9). From these three children two best 
were chosen to new population. If crossover did not happen, both parents were 
copied to new population. As mutation techniques was employed Michalewicz 
dynamic mutation according to equations (10, 11) with probability MK for each 
parameter of each individual. Elitismus were used as well. Finally every 50th 
generation 20% of subpopulation migrated to another subpopulation according 
to migration scheme.  
4.4.2 Implementation and important functions  
For the implementation of parallel GA with Island model was chosen method 
Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) that is included in Matlab Parallel 
Computing Toolbox. All operations in subpopulation of GA are the same (single 
program) but each subpopulation is composed of various individuals (multiple 
data). That is why SPMD was the natural choice.  
Algorithm is divided into three parts. The first part carries out initializa-
tion, the second one is the parallel implementation of GA using SPMD and in 
the third part data is processed (Fig. 19). Tables with the times of these parts 
can be found in Appendix A. 
 In the first part the initialization of all parameters is done as well as the ini-
tialization of all variables. Composite and Codistributed variables are created 
and constrains for the parameters are set. 
The second part contains parallel implementation of GA. At the beginning 
initial random population is generated in parallel.  Then population of individu-
als is divided into smaller subpopulations according to the number of pools 
(processors) so that each subpopulation has got nearly the same size. Subse-
quently the selection, the crossover, the mutation and the elitism are performed 
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on each subpopulation separately in loop.  After 50 generations 20% individuals 
of each subpopulation are selected and sent to another subpopulation in accor-
dance with the migration scheme.  
Last part prepares the results for saving and the visualization. Observed 
values are the time of each part, the minimum found and the average of minima 
found. Then data is stored with appropriate file name. The figure Fig. 19 illus-
trates the structure of implementation in Matlab along with parts names. 
 
 
Fig. 19 Implementation structure 
Below are shown important functions that are used in GA implementation along 
with short description. Input parameters of functions are described in List of 
Symbols. 
 
function [Population] = genPopulation (NP,defOborXY,typ,D,CisFce,A,C,alp) 
This function generates random population in parallel by means of SPMD 
command.  
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function [Population] = defObor(hranice,cPopulation,NP,D,CisFce,A,C,alp) 
This function verifies all individual’s parameters in the population if its value 
exceed restriction given by defOborXY. If so, the parameter is randomly gener-
ate in range of restrictions.  
 
function hodnota = FUNKCE (param,D,CisFce,A,C,alp) 
This function computes value of fitness function hodnota with parameters pa-
ram. Fitness function is specified by CisFce. 
 
function [Population] = Migration(Population,AMMIG,NPl) 
This function performs migration among subpopulations according to migration 
scheme.   
4.4.3 Migration schemes used 
The migration scheme is term which is closely connected to Island model GA, 
but in general it can be used for any type of collaboration among the subpopula-
tions. Migration scheme has three important parts – choosing migrants, migra-
tion topology and replacement policy.  
Choosing migrants determines which individuals from the subpopulation 
are to migrate. In this project three types of choosing are considered.  
 Random – migrants are chosen randomly from the subpopulation 
 Elitist – best individuals from the subpopulation are chosen 
 Tournament – migrants are comprise of better individuals from randomly 
chosen pairs 
The migration topology specifies subpopulation where migrants are sent to. In 
the optimizations are used two topologies. The first topology is Round-robin 
where subpopulation with number 1 send migrants to subpopulation number 2, 
subpopulation number 2 send migrants to subpopulation number 3 etc. and 
finally subpopulation number n (n is the number of subpopulations) send mi-
grants to subpopulation number 1. The second one is random. One subpopula-
tion is specified as a conqueror and generates the random list of migration 
(where move migrants from each subpopulation) which send to all subpopula-
tions.  
Replacement policy determines which individuals are to be removed and 
also determines which individuals are to replace removed ones. For removing 
are chosen either the migrants or the worst individuals and for replacing are 
chosen either only migrants arrived (classic replacement strategy) or the best 
ones from the migrants arrived and the worst individuals (best replace strat-
egy).  
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Enumeration below shows all of thirteen migration schemes that were sub-
ject to overall comparison.  
 
1. Emigration scheme with round robin migration and classic replace strat-
egy – individuals which had left were replaced by migrants arrived 
2. Elitist scheme with round robin migration and classic replace strategy – 
the best ones were chosen for migration and the worst ones were replaced 
by migrants come 
3. Elitist tournament scheme with round robin migration and classic replace 
strategy – migrants were chosen by means of tournament selection and the 
worst individuals were replaced by migrants come 
4. Emigration scheme with random migration and classic replace strategy – 
individuals which had left were replaced by migrants arrived 
5. Elitist scheme with round random and classic replace strategy – the best 
ones were chosen for migration and the worst ones were replaced by mi-
grants come 
6. Elitist tournament scheme with random migration and classic replace 
strategy – migrants were chosen by means of tournament selection and the 
worst individuals were replaced by migrants come 
7. Emigration scheme with round robin migration and best replace strategy 
– individuals which had left were replaced by the best ones from migrants 
arrived and migrants left 
8. Elitist scheme with round robin migration and best replace strategy – the 
best ones were chosen for migration and the worst ones were replaced by 
the best individuals from migrants arrived and migrants left 
9. Elitist tournament scheme with round robin migration and best replace 
strategy – migrants were chosen by means of tournament selection and the 
worst individuals were replaced by the best individuals from migrants ar-
rived and migrants left 
10. Emigration scheme with random migration and best replace strategy – 
individuals which had left were replaced by the best ones from migrants ar-
rived and migrants left 
11. Elitist scheme with round random and best replace strategy – the best 
ones were chosen for migration and the worst ones were replaced by the 
best individuals from migrants arrived and migrants left 
12. Elitist tournament scheme with random migration and best replace strat-
egy – migrants were chosen by means of tournament selection and the 
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worst individuals were replaced by the best individuals from migrants ar-
rived and migrants left 
13. Without migration – There were not migration among subpopulations 
(embarrassingly parallel communication). Each subpopulation was strictly 
isolated and evolved separately. As minimum was considered minimum of 
all subpopulation. 
4.5 The experiment design and results processing  
The experiment (the set of optimizations with different migration schemes and 
on different number of processors) was designed to cover all required results.  
Main emphasis was on the minimum found and its stability in the course of 
repetition. The second important observation might find out the benefit of par-
allelization in terms of calculation speed up and the diversity of separate evolu-
tion (with/without occasional migration).  
For observing the required results and its evaluation special test fitness 
functions [2, 1] were chosen. The set of such testing fitness functions is called 
fitness function gallery. Their most important advantage is that the global 
minimum is known for any dimension of such test fitness function in the spe-
cific domain of definition. It follows that distance between the global minimum 
and the minimum found can be quantified. In addition, they are well mathe-
matically described thus their expected shape is quite known as well as their 
restrictions (e.g. number of local minima etc.). For purpose of this project own 
gallery of fitness functions was made. It contains some functions recommended 
in [4] and further gallery is extended with two functions from [2, 1]. The test 
function gallery is composed of De Jong 4th function, Easom function, Step 
sphere model function, Fletcher and Powell function, Salomon function and 
Schwefel function. Their brief description is mentioned in subchapter 4.2 and 
more can be found in [2, 1, 4]. Details of those fitness functions are in table 
Tab. 2. 
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Tab. 2 Details of fitness functions which were used in experiment 
Sign of fitness 
function in 
results 
Name of fitness 
function 
Global 
minimum 
(D = 30) 
Domain of 
definition for 
all parameters 
1 De Jong 4th 0 x Є [-1.28;1.28] 
2 Schwefel -12 569 x Є [-500;500]  
3 Easom -29 x Є [-50;50] 
4 Salomon 1 x Є [-4;4]  
5 Step sphere model 0 x Є [-5;5] 
6 Fletcher and Powel 0 x Є [-π;π]  
 
4.5.1 The stability of minima 
Since GAs are stochastic heuristic optimization algorithms i.e. they are depend 
on random numbers which means there is no certainty that minimum found 
will be the same in the next optimization repetition. Hence the stability of solu-
tion has to be defined. The stability of solution shows if algorithm can find iden-
tical minimum. Because of random numbers this definition is quite inapplicable 
for GAs. Therefore as the good descriptor of stability seems average along with 
the standard deviation of minima found. These values are calculated from all 
repetition of each optimization. Each optimization (with particular settings: 
number of processors and migration scheme) was repeated 30times and as re-
sult (minima found with that setting) was considered average minimum (incor-
rectly called stable minimum).  In Appendix A, there are more basic statistic 
descriptors such as median, minimum, maximum and standard deviation for all 
settings of GAs.  
4.5.2 GA parallelization in terms of diversity of evolution 
Parallelization of GAs according to Island model creates separate subpopula-
tions which evolve independently. Each subpopulation occupies one processor 
and uses its own sources (e.g. generator of random numbers). This separation 
together with migration can avoid the premature convergence of all population. 
The premature convergence can happen due to getting stuck in the local mini-
mum. Naturally the premature convergence can happen in each subpopulation 
but thanks to the migration evolution can carry on with the new migrants and 
they can help to escape from the local minima or just bring new point in the 
state space of fitness function for crossover and mutation.  
Disadvantage of such principle is that population is split to smaller parts. 
This means that each subpopulation has fewer individuals and so less possibility 
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to explore the state space of fitness function. In literature exist some techniques 
to handle number of individuals in subpopulation but this is not the goal of this 
work. 
Due to observation how diversity influence minima found all optimizations 
with particular settings were carried out for 1 to 16 parallel processors.  
4.5.3 GA parallelization in terms of speed up 
The main reason for using parallel GAs is to avoid the limitations of single ma-
chine. Among these limitations belong memory restriction (too big population), 
computational requirements (too complex problem with a lot of parameters i.e. 
on single machine it takes too much time, results are needed faster or immedi-
ately e.g. optimization in changing process), fitness function calculation (com-
plicated fitness function that requires a lot of resources etc.). 
 This work deals with requirement for faster optimization. Hence popula-
tion is split to 1 to 16 subpopulations and overall time for getting results of op-
timization is observed. The time of all three parts of program is measured and 
as overall time is considered sum of these three times (this is not processor 
time).  Time for parallel part decreased with more processors as expected but 
time for initialization and finishing part increased with more processor. It was 
caused by initializing and handling more Composite and Codistributed vari-
ables. For better comparison the ration of speed up was defined as time needed 
for optimization on single processor (tsingle) divided by time needed for optimi-
zation on 1 to 16 processors (tn). The ratio is sometimes called as Speedup fac-
tor. Equation for ratio calculation for n processors is shown below (12). 
           
       
  
   (19) 
4.5.4 Solution dependency on migration schemes 
Due to compare contribution of migration scheme to minimum found, 13 migra-
tion schemes were created as describes subchapter 4.4.3. After 30 repetitions of 
optimization of every fitness function from the fitness function gallery for 1 to 16 
processors the migration scheme was changed and all process was repeated.  
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5 The experiment results 
Whole experiment contains 37 440 optimizations, it means 30 (repetition of 
each optimization) times 6 (six test functions) times 16 (for 1 to 16 processors) 
times 13 (number of migration schemes) it is 37 440 optimizations done to 
compare the contribution of diversity, the speed up of parallelization and  the 
contribution of migration scheme for the minimum found.  
Experiment was divided to 13 parts in order to each part was carried out 
with other migration scheme described in subchapter 4.4.3. Each part lasted 
approximately 18.5 hours (see Fig. 20). Approximately because there were not 
the same conditions for all parts due to overhead of network, some errors etc. 
From those numbers is easy to calculate approximate wall time 240 hours i.e. 10 
days.  
 
Fig. 20 Detail of HPC Server 2008 scheduler with one part of experiment finished (cores 16 
to 1 and its submit time)  
5.1 The evaluation of Genetic Algorithm parallelization 
with various types of migration schemes in terms of 
speed up 
The speed up is a main reason for parallelization in usual numeric calculations. 
In GAs the speed up is important if results are needed in the limited time inter-
val or immediately. GAs are usually used for comprehensive problems optimiza-
tion and this implies that the time needed for obtain the results is not insignifi-
cant. For that reason parallelization is a good way to speed up calculations. On 
the other hand, requirement of repetition (due to random numbers) can be im-
portant as well. In that way parallelization considerably saves time too.  
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For recognition the contribution of parallelization to GAs was necessary to 
perform all simulation on all accessible parallel configurations.  Optimization 
was carried out on 1 to 16 processors (every 30times) for all six fitness functions 
and 13 migration schemes. The optimization time was individually measured for 
three parts of program i.e. initialization part, parallel part and finishing part. 
Due to better description of algorithm time behaviour was calculate the average 
time from 30repetitions and it represents quantity for comparison. Initialization 
and finishing time were expected to slightly increase with the number of proces-
sors because of handling more Composite variables. Contrarily the time for par-
allel part was expected to decrease with more processor used according to Am-
dahl’s law. Also there are no expectations of time increasing or decreasing owing 
to various migration schemes used because they are very similar in terms of 
time consumption (except case without migration).  
The time results are better visually understandable with using the ratio 
rather than pure calculation time therefore most graphs presented here show 
ratio against number of processors. It shows how many times parallel calcula-
tion is faster than serial calculation (with only one processor). 
 
Fig. 21  Visualisation of time results for parallel part of code. Graphs correspond with 
data in table Tab. 3 
Table Tab. 3 shows example of time results for particular migration schemes. 
The graphs in figure Fig. 21 are the visual interpretation of parallel part of GA 
code which corresponds with data in Tab. 3. The shape of all curves confirms 
validity of exponential shape assumption. Since graphs shows only the times for 
parallel part of code, according to the assumption, the time needed for calcula-
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tion on n+1 processors is nearly equal to the time needed for calculation on n 
processors divided by 2. Therefore time against the number of processors curve 
is exponential function as can be seen on all graphs in Fig. 21  and also in all 
graphs in Appendix B. None at all has different shape. 
Tab. 3 Example of table with time results for three parts of code and with ratio, all test func-
tions, 1 to 16 processors and Emigration scheme with Round Robin communication and classic 
replace policy 
 
 
As regards the time issues of individual fitness functions, the optimization of 
any of them lasts nearly the same time except Fletcher and Powel function. 
Fletcher and Powel function is more difficult to compute because it needs two 
random matrixes in addition to function parameters. For 30th dimension (which 
was used in all optimization here) random matrixes have 30 columns and 30 
rows. It is equal to 1800 elements in two matrixes thus for calculation of fitness 
function 1860 values are needed (1800 two random matrixes + 30 parameters 
of optimization + 30 alpha vector which specifies values of parameters for global 
minimum). Compared with the other functions from gallery which need only 30 
values for calculation of fitness it is much more computational exhaustive. 
Times in table Tab. 3 shows that first five fitness functions lasted for 1 processor 
approximately 100s and for 16 processors approximately 6s. Contrarily Fletcher 
and Powel function took almost 390s for 1 processor and 25s for 16 processors. 
These computational requirements together with function complexity were rea-
sons why Fletcher and Powel function was selected to fitness function gallery.  
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Fig. 22 Ratio against number of processors for first three functions and Emigration scheme 
with Round Robin communication and classic replace policy 
The charts Fig. 22 and Fig. 23 describe growing trend of the ratio depend on the 
number of processors. In accordance with simple idea of parallelization when all 
code is parallelized, maximum speed up is linear with the gradient of the line 
equal to 1 (angle equal to 45°). As can be seen on both graphs for 1 to 7 proces-
sors line gradient is slightly bigger than 1. This fact is in conflict with general 
assumption of speed up.  
The explanation of this effect is called superlinear speedup. This effect 
sometimes emerges in the special cases of parallelization. For example: in the 
usual parallelization due to memory hierarchy, in the special cases of nonde-
terministic algorithms, in the parallelization of sequential search or in back-
tracking algorithms. In our case two reasons can be considered. GAs are sto-
chastic algorithms and can determine the solution in various times because of 
stop condition e.g. the same solution for more than 50 generations. But the ex-
periment was designed without stop condition so as the comparison of the re-
sults was fair (opportunity for all migration schemes to be repeated 1000 gen-
erations). The second and most probable reason is cache effect caused by mem-
ory hierarchy. At the beginning the population of individuals is stored in RAM 
memory then it is moved to the cache memory but due to size cannot be stored 
in L1 cache and probably in L2 either (L2 cache has 256KB but there is no cer-
tainty that the other processes have data stored there). The size of population is 
76.8KB (30parameters + fitness value + order is one individual and population 
has 300 individuals, each value is in double precision with 8B bit length). When 
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the population is split to smaller parts according to the number of processors 
the subpopulation can be stored in lower cache. It is follows that the computa-
tion is faster. But it is only very simple explanation how can hierarchic memory 
influence the speed up. There are other important things to consider e.g. hit or 
miss strategy etc. but it is not the goal of this work. 
 
Fig. 23 Ratio against number of processors for second three functions and Emigration 
scheme with Round Robin communication and classic replace policy 
The biggest speed up for first five functions is for 7 processors where accelera-
tion is 9 times bigger than in case of one processor i.e. ratio is equal to 9. Then 
the time needed for managing parallel calculation together with the migration 
time (migration among more processors) is starting to be more significant com-
pared to the speed up and the curve is slowly losing linear shape. For 16 proces-
sors the ratio is around 15. The optimization of Fletcher and Powel function us-
ing more processors has almost linear growth. There is not significant superlin-
ear effect caused by memory hierarchy because in addition to the subpopulation 
size two random matrixes are needed to calculate the fitness function. Therefore 
for the smaller division of population (processors 1 to 4) the subpopulation and 
random matrixes cannot be stored all together in L1 cache (64KB). Further for 
more than 5 there is such possibility but results shows only very small superlin-
ear speed up. When the number of processors reaches 8 there is more commu-
nication management and migration to more processors but also bigger division 
of population. Thanks to that balance, the shape of the curve for Fletcher and 
Powel fitness function is almost linear. It would be interesting to observe the 
shape of this curve for more than 16 processors. 
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Chart Fig. 24 describes the same type of graph mentioned above but the 
migration among subpopulations did not be used. Each subpopulation evolved 
separately and as the solution was regarded minimum from all subpopulation’s 
minima.  There is not important time difference between GAs with migration 
and GAs without migration. The migration appears each 50th generation i.e. 20 
times per optimization and always sent only 20% of population as the migrants. 
Also the migration schemes were very similar thus time difference among them 
was minimal. These reasons lead to inference that in terms of time there is not 
reasonable recommendation of the migration scheme. All of them are compara-
ble as show results in Appendix A and graphs in Appendix B.  
 
Fig. 24 Ratio against number of processors for first three functions and without migration  
5.2 The evaluation of Genetic Algorithm parallelization in 
terms of minimum found 
As was mentioned earlier each optimization was carried out 30 times and for all 
available number of processors. That way was obtained 30 minima for all test 
functions and all migration schemes. As the result of each optimization repeated 
30 times is regarded its minima average along with standard deviation. The av-
erage is considered as stable solution and all comparison was done with the av-
erage instead of all 30 minima found. With no mathematical precision and only 
for purpose of this work stable solution can be defined as fitness function value 
(or better value) which can be found at least once within 30 repetition of parallel 
GA with the same parameters used in experiment. It is only assumption without 
any statistical proof but one general parameter is better for the comparison than 
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30 specific. There is no enough data from our simulations to prove this claim 
but it can be direction of future work.  
Since the stable solution was defined, it can be used for observing of opti-
mization quality. The global minimum of each fitness function from gallery is 
known therefore the calculation of solution quality is easy and can be regarded 
as difference between minimum found and global minimum.  
Due to different resources in all processors (it means especially other se-
quence of pseudo random numbers) is interesting to observe the influence of 
diversity on minimum found i.e. observe if more smaller subpopulations with 
other resources and with occasional information exchange(migration) can ob-
tain better results than one population. 
Tab. 4 Table with average minima (stable solution) and standard deviation for all test func-
tions, 1 to 16 processors and Elitist tournament migration scheme with random migration and 
classic replace strategy 
 
 
Table Tab. 4 shows the results of optimization for all six test functions and for 
the increasing number of processors used for parallelization. These results were 
obtained for one particular migration scheme. The graphical interpretation of 
data from the table Tab. 4 is in figure Fig. 25.  
Figure Fig. 25  describes several interesting details that are common for all 
results regardless of the migration scheme. The shapes of functions De Jong 4th 
and Step sphere model are very similar in three dimensional space. Step sphere 
model is only discrete modification of De Jong 4th function. Therefore it is as-
sumed that shapes of these two functions are similar even in 30 dimensional 
space. Their optimization is easy and can be carried out precisely. They were 
added to test function gallery in order to test GAs ability to solve simple prob-
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lems. The optimization of these two functions led to the same results for all 1 to 
16 processors as well as for all migration schemes. By that reason their results 
do not bring any information about result dependency on the number of proces-
sors used for parallelization.  
 
Fig. 25 Six graphs for each function from gallery with stable solution and best minimum 
found against number of processors for Elitist tournament migration scheme with random mi-
gration and classic replace strategy 
The optimization results for Schwefel function, Easom function and Fletcher 
and Powel function are very similar in the shape. Their graphs (figures Fig. 25 
and Fig. 26) show curves similar to the decreasing exponential function. Be-
cause minimum is subject of optimization, descending curve signifies better re-
sults with more processors used for parallelization. The results of these three 
functions are almost independent on migration scheme used (except case with-
out migration which is proved in next subchapter). This can be seen in all 
graphs in Appendix B.  
On the other hand GAs was able to find global minimum for Easom func-
tion and even without migration (for 16 processors). The optimization of Schwe-
fel function (number 2 in table) did not find the global minimum but there was 
significant difference between the results obtained with using migration and 
without using migration. Example is showed in the table Tab. 5. Parallel GA has 
the worst optimization results for Fletcher and Powel function. Even though 
stable solution was better with increasing number of processors, the best mini-
mum found was very different from the global minimum for all migration cases. 
For optimization fitness function like Fletcher and Powel is to be better use par-
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allel GA with other parameter values, parallel GA with adaptive parameters or 
different optimization algorithm such as Differential evolution. On the basis of 
the results we can say that for the fitness functions similar to these three test 
fitness function are better to use more separated populations and use the migra-
tion to obtain better results in optimization.  
Tab. 5 Table with best minima found during 30 repetition of optimization for all test func-
tions, 1 to 16 processors and two cases of migration 
 
  
Completely different results were obtained with the optimization of Salo-
mon function. Instead of better stable solution found with increasing number of 
processors we obtain the inverse trend of curve for all migration schemes as fig-
ure Fig. 25 shows. The minimum of the Salomon function was found for all 
number of processors and for all migration schemes (except case without migra-
tion) but the stable solution has increasing trend. In case where migration was 
not used (figure Fig. 26) the shape of stable solution is almost linear and even 
global minimum was not found for more than 3 processors. It implies that the 
optimization of Salomon function should be carried out with one big population 
with a lot of crossovers and selections within all population rather than with 
several smaller subpopulations with occasionally migration.  
According to all results discussed in this subchapter, we cannot say that 
there is the dependency between number of processors (number of smaller sub-
populations with migrations) and quality of solution found (best minimum or 
stable solution). It is depend on the fitness function which is optimized. There is 
possibility to carry on with this testing for other settings of parameters, for other 
fitness functions etc.  
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Fig. 26 Six graphs for each function from gallery with stable solution and best minimum 
found against number of processors for parallel GA without migration 
5.3 The evaluation of influence of migration schemes 
used on minimum found 
The purpose of this subchapter is to compare the influence of migration scheme 
used on minimum found i.e. investigate if some migration schemes can obtain 
better results than the others. Better result means that the stable solution or 
median of 30 repetitions is closer to global minimum of particular test function. 
Thirteen various migration schemes were proposed in subchapter 4.4.3 and 
their names and signs are in the table 0. 
Tab. 6 The signs of the migration schemes 
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For this comparison was chosen optimization on 16 processors because there 
are very similar results of each optimization and those results are quite close to 
the global minima of test fitness functions. Also there are the most migration 
possibilities among subpopulations (16 sets of migrants in each migration inter-
val, 16! various migration ways for random migration – one set of migrants goes 
only to one subpopulation). 
Salomon function and Step sphere model function are not used in this 
comparison because their results are the same for all cases of migration schemes 
and which means their results are not dependent on migration scheme at all. 
The table Tab. 7 shows example of minima found for three migration schemes 
(all table is in Appendix A). 
Tab. 7 Example of minima obtained for 30 repetitions, fitness functions 2,3,4,6 and for mi-
gration schemes 3,4,5 
 
 
The first look to the data and to the graphs in Appendix A and Appendix B 
shows that there are no substantial differences among results for various migra-
tion schemes except the case without migration. This situation is demonstrated 
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in figure Fig. 27. But to get a proof of such contention it is necessary to precisely 
define hypothesis about data and use suitable statistical test.  
As a good choice for statistical hypothesis appears assumption that the ex-
pected values of minima are the same for all migration schemes. If they are not 
the same then at least one migration schema can obtain better or worse results 
against the others. Unfortunately ANOVA cannot be used because of the as-
sumption of normality and some data did not pass the test of normality (Kolmo-
gorov-Smirnov test of normality with significance level equal to 0.05). Therefore 
it was considered Kruskal-Wallis test which is nonparametric alternative of 
ANOVA. But due to the easier evaluation of individual differences between all 
pairs, Wilcoxon rank sum test was chosen.  
“Wilcoxon rank sum test performs a two-sided rank sum test of the null 
hypothesis that data in the vectors x and y are independent samples from iden-
tical continuous distributions with equal medians, against the alternative that 
they do not have equal medians.”7 Because of hypothesis tests, all possible pairs 
of migration schemes were created. Those pairs were tested for the null hy-
pothesis with the significance level equal to 0.01.  
 
Fig. 27 Box plot of minima for Schwefel fitness function and all migration schemes 
The results of hypothesis tests are stored in one table for each fitness function 
(e.g. Tab. 8) where migration schemes are in the vertical and in the horizontal 
axes and result of hypothesis for each pair is marked with true or false value. 
True value indicates a rejection of null hypothesis i.e. samples are not from 
                                               
7 Definition from Matlab Statistics Toolbox which was used for hypothesis tests 
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identical continuous distributions with the equal medians and therefore migra-
tion schema with smaller median can obtain better results than the others.  
Tab. 8 Results of Wilcoxon test for all pairs of migration schemes and Salomon fitness func-
tion 
Migration 
scheme 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
1 '-' False false false false false false false false false false false true 
2 '-' '-' false false false false false false false false false false true 
3 '-' '-' '-' false false false false false false false false false true 
4 '-' '-' '-' '-' false false false false false false false false true 
5 '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' false false false false false false false true 
6 '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' false false false false false false true 
7 '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' false false false false false true 
8 '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' false false false false true 
9 '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' false false false true 
10 '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' false false true 
11 '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' false true 
12 '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' true 
 
Salomon fitness function has the best results in terms of the determination of 
difference among migration schemes. For this function is statistically proved 
that results are independent on all tested migration schemes but table Tab. 8 
also shows that for obtain better result of optimization Salomon function migra-
tion is needed.  
In the case of hypothesis tests of Schwefel function (Tab. 9) the results are 
not as clear as in the previous case. Although tests confirm the assumption that 
using any migration scheme gives better results than without migration scheme 
used, also migration scheme 5 has not the same median with four other migra-
tion schemes. It can denote that migration scheme 5 can get worse results com-
pared to schemes 1, 2, 7 and 8. But few samples can be reason as well (only 30 
minima).  
As well as in both previous cases, the optimization of Easom function gets 
better results with migration scheme against case without migration scheme. 
But in this case, hypothesis was mostly rejected for migration schemes 1 and 7 
as shows table Tab. 10. On the other hand the rejection did not happen for all 
other migration schemes so these schemes cannot be pronounced worse. Once 
again, these results are obtained from quite small sample and it can be reason 
for such results.  
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Tab. 9 Results of Wilcoxon test for all pairs of migration schemes and Schwefel fitness func-
tion 
Migration 
scheme 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
1 '-' false false false true false false false false false false false true 
2 '-' '-' false false true false false false false false false false true 
3 '-' '-' '-' false false false false false false false false false true 
4 '-' '-' '-' '-' false false false false false false false false true 
5 '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' false true true false false false false true 
6 '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' false true false false false false true 
7 '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' false false false false false true 
8 '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' false false false false true 
9 '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' false false false true 
10 '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' false false true 
11 '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' false true 
12 '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' true 
 
Tab. 10 Results of Wilcoxon test for all pairs of migration schemes and Easom fitness function 
Migration 
scheme 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
1 '-' true true true true false false true false false true true true 
2 '-' '-' false false false false true false false false false false true 
3 '-' '-' '-' false false false false false false false false false true 
4 '-' '-' '-' '-' false false false false false false false false true 
5 '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' false true false false true false false true 
6 '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' false false false false false false true 
7 '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' true false false true true true 
8 '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' false false false false true 
9 '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' false false false true 
10 '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' true false true 
11 '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' false true 
12 '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' '-' true 
 
By means of Wilcoxon rank test was obtained proof with significance level equal 
to 0.01 that in observed data is difference between parallel optimization with 
migration of individuals and without migration. Using any proposed migration 
gives better results in repeated optimization by means of parallel GA and there-
fore it is recommended.  
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6 Conclusion 
First part of this work dealt with the basic theoretical background necessary to 
write parallel Genetic Algorithm and to design experiment as complex as possi-
ble. Therefore the theory of Genetic Algorithms, parallel architectures and par-
allel computing, the definition of optimization and its constraints and finally the 
theory of Genetic Algorithms parallelization were described in the chapters 2 
and 3. 
 Subsequently parallel Genetic Algorithm was implemented in Matlab envi-
ronment (using Parallel Computing Toolbox and Distributed Computing 
Server), an experiment for evaluation speed up, the quality of solution and the 
impact of migration schema on the quality of the solution was designed and also 
13 different migration schemas were proposed.  
Experiment contains six test fitness functions (30 dimensional space) 
which were optimized. Each optimization was repeated 30 times to avoid the 
influence of random numbers on the solution and as the stable solution was 
considered the average of 30 solutions. This set of optimizations ran on 1 to 16 
workers and for 13 different migration schemes on Eridani Cluster and always 
with the same values of genetic algorithm parameters such as crossover prob-
ability, mutation probability etc. Therefore the experiment was arranged from 
37 440 optimizations and it lasted 240h wall time.  
In accordance with the experiment results obtained for particular GA pa-
rameters and discussed in chapter 5, the inferences are as follows. Using Eridani 
Cluster, the time of optimization decreased exponentially and the speed up was 
more than linear for the first five functions and nearly linear for Fletcher and 
Powel function. The speed up bigger than the number of processors appeared 
for 1 to 7 workers and it was caused so called superlinear effect due to memory 
hierarchy. For more than 7 workers, the speed up slowly decreased under the 
line of linear speed up because of more workers need more communications. 
Therefore in terms of the speed up and saving time is always better to use more 
parallel processors for Genetic Algorithm.  
 In terms of the quality of solution in dependence on the number of proces-
sors, for Schwefel function, Easom function and Fletcher and Powel function is 
better to use several smaller subpopulations with occasionally migration to ob-
tain better results. Smaller subpopulations help to the diversity of solution and 
the diversity suits for these three functions. Contrarily for Salomon function, the 
optimization using parallel GA obtains worse results with more processors used. 
To obtain better results Salomon function needs one big population where the 
possibility of crossover is over all population. Thus there is no general rule to 
recommend using more subpopulations with occasionally migration or using 
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one big population. According to obtained results it depends on a fitness func-
tion and algorithm parameters.  
For the comparison of influence of migration scheme on the solution qual-
ity were used 30 solutions obtained for 16 workers and for each migration 
scheme. There was expectation that if migration schemes differ statistically sig-
nificant in average or median, then it is possible to consider one migration 
scheme to be better than the other one. Therefore Wilcoxon test with signifi-
cance level 0.01 was used to all possible pairs to prove if any migration scheme 
is better than the others. According to the results there is no statistical proof 
that any of first 12 migration schemes can influence the quality of solution but if 
migration is not used the results are worse than with using any migration 
scheme. Thus, in terms of quality of solution is not important which migration 
scheme is used but it is important to use migration scheme.  
All these conclusions are depended on the results obtained from the ex-
periment. Since the experiment was carried out with one setting of parameters, 
it would be interesting to repeat the experiment for other parameters or with 
parameter adaptation algorithms. Also the repetition of this experiment with 
other fitness functions can obtain other results. Best with fitness function from 
real process and not with artificial fitness functions.  
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8 Appendix A – Results 
Due to tables size, tables are not saved in *.pdf but in *.xlsx file. 
Tables with results can be found in folder Appendix A and it is file ResultsOfEx-
periment.xlsx . 
Folder Appendix A also contain *.mat files with all results of experiment. In 
each subfolder is data for one migration scheme according to its name.  
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9 Appendix B – Graphs 
All graphs can be found in folder Appendix B. Graphs for various migration 
schemes are named according to following rules (details are in subchapter 
4.4.3): 
 
Type of selection  
Em – emigration selection (random individuals) 
El – elitist selection 
Et – tournament selection 
 
Type of communication 
RR – round robin 
Rn – random 
 
Type of replace strategy 
CR – classic replace 
BR – best replace  
 
Example: graph with name ElRnBR_minimum.jpg is graph of average mini-
mum for elitist selection, random communication and best replace strategy. 
This means number 11 in migration description in subchapter 4.4.3. 
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10 Appendix C – Matlab settings 
 
MATLAB on Eridani 
Matlab license allow to use up to 16 workers (labs).  
Installation 
Matlab R2010b Distribution Computing server is installed according to this 
guide 8 (Find the proper version of instruction for R2010b). All files needed for 
installation (except MATLAB) are stored in \\10.4.88.76\matlab\Matlab set-
tings licenses.  
Cluster computers' platforms: Windows  
MATLAB end users' platforms: Depends, Windows is working correctly  
Installation Location for MathWorks Products: Install in a shared direc-
tory  
Scheduler: Microsoft Windows HPC Server  
Licensing: Update existing License Manager for use with the cluster  
Details for installation  
 License files  
Licenses\matlab.txt - serial code for Matlab 2010b installation  
Licenses\license.dat - license file for Matlab 2010b installation which refer to 
University Matlab license server  
 File for worker node installation  
This file is needed in Stage 2: Configure your cluster for use with Microsoft 
Windows HPC Server or it is also possible to put instructions into cmd by your-
self according to instruction manual.  
MatlabWorkerSettings.bat - batch file needed for installation libraries on 
worker nodes, open it on worker node you want to use, set the path to shared 
                                               
8 http://www.mathworks.com/support/product/DM/installation/ver_current/ 
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Matlab installation directory e.g. network drive Z contains matlab instalation 
(Z:\Matlab\R2010b\) and then follow the instructions, it should finish without 
any errors  
 File for client node setting  
hpcServ.mat - file with the setting of Parallel Computing Toolbox for QGG clus-
ter.  
 Scheduler setting  
Root folder of MATLAB installation for workers (ClusterMat-
labRoot): \\WINHEAD\MATLAB  
Folder where job data is stored (DataLocation): 
\\10.4.88.76\MATLABOut  
HPC Server scheduler hostname (SchedulerHostname): win-
head.ad.hud.ac.uk  
Cluster version (ClusterVersion): HPC Server 2008  
Nodes with Matlab installed: NODE01 - NODE10  
!!! Important note DataLocation and ClusterMatlabRoot must not be on the 
same drive. It causes errors due to overload. If is necessary to have only one 
drive for both, consider change installation from Install in a shared directory to 
Install locally.  
Using Matlab Distributed Computing Server and Parallel Computing 
Toolbox  
After installation, try to pass validation process for test settings. In Matlab select 
Parallel on the top of the screen -> Manage Configuration then File -> Import 
and add hpcServ.mat file. Next check radio button hpcServ and Start Valida-
tion. If everything is correct with settings and connections of your computer, 
validation should pass without any errors.  
There are couple ways to program parallel scripts in Matlab (parfor, spmd, Dis-
tributed job, Parallel job, GPU). For more details see documentation 9 
                                               
9 http://www.mathworks.com/help/toolbox/distcomp/ 
